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1. Abstract

convolution or correlation. The increasing popularity and demand of signal processing caused
Wavelet transform have a wide area of ap- the necessity of adapting this methods to replication in many scientific areas, for exam- quirements established by modern technologies.
ple signal processing, image compression [6]
or data mining [4] [5]. Present requirements
For that reason it appeared necessary to
demand preforming large amount of calcula- consider adaptation signal processing methods
tions in the minimum time. For that reason the to the modern architecture of Graphics Progoal of this paper is to present an approach that cessing Units (GPU). Implementation algorithms
will fulfill mentioned requirements, by adapt- on GPU has one significant advantage over staning algorithms for signal processing to GPU dard CPU implementation - multithreading. Exdemand.
ecution of multiple threads is also possible on
The article analyzes potential benefits of modern multi-core processors (CPU), however
usage of the implementation of lattice struc- it will never be as efficient and fast as multiture on Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) and threading performed by GPU. The article comcompares obtained results with the implemen- pares efficiency obtained by implementing specific algorithms in CUDA (designed for Nvidia
tation on Central Processing Unit (CPU).
GPU) with implementation of the same algorithm in C language executed on standard Central Processing Unit. The main issue analyzed
2. Introduction
in this work is implementation of the lattice
Nowadays signal processing is applicable structure being a model representing discrete
in many scientific areas like computer tomog- wavelet transform (DWT). Article analyses obraphy, medical ultrasonography or data com- tained results and determines next steps that
pression [2]. Among signal processing meth- should be performed in future experiments and
ods we can find such approaches like sorting, scientific work in order to develop described
calculation of Fourier and wavelet transform, approach.
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3. Lattice structure

this article consist of 3 layers, with 3 different
base-operations (D1 , D2 , D3 ). Factor values
Nowadays there is plenty models repre- which were used in experiments described in
senting wavelet transforms or discrete wavelet this article are presented in the Table 1.
transform (DWT). The simplest model is a two
channel filter bank. It is a structure having one
Factor
D1
D2
D3
input and output calculated according to the
ω11
0.924508
0.479286 -0.105301
values obtained from filters h (highpass filter)
ω12
0.381162
0.877659
0.994440
and g (lowpass filter). As a result of such filterω21
-0.381162 0.877659
0.994440
ω22
0.924508 -0.479286 0.105301
ing we can obtain two signals having the same
length as the input signal. In order to obtain
Table 1. Factor values
the same signal length on the output, decimation after each filter is necessary.
Schema presenting architecture of lattice structure is presented in the picture below. In analyzed experiments the input was a set of random float numbers (the same set for CPU implementation as well as for the GPU solution).

Figure 1. two channel filter bank with with
decimation factor
Another model representing wavelet transforms may be wavelet transform matrix or a
lattice structure which was analyzed in this article. The Lattice Structure is a mathematical
schema enabling, for instance, an implementation of wavelet transform. It was introduced by
prof. Yatsymirskyy in one of his publications
[1]. the basis for this structure is a two-point
base operation D1 presented below.

Figure 2. A two-point base operation [1]
Figure 3. The lattice structure [1]
Output of two-point base-operation (b1 , b2 )
is calculated on the basis of two input values
(a1 , a2 ) and proper factor values ( ω11 , ω12 ,
ω21 , ω22 ). The lattice structure analyzed in
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Data size
50 000
1 million
2 millions
3 millions

CPU time
20206,36
49890,92
107941,16
140645,8

Clock ticks CPU
52490,15
129601,9
280399,3
534652,4

GPU time
4227,69
4584,14
4835,98
4153,84

Clock ticks GPU
10982,3
11908,25
12562,45
15790,45

Ratio 1
4,78
10,88
22,32
33,86

Ratio 2
4,77
10,88
22,32
33,85

Table 2. Obtained results

4. Implementation

• GPU (NVIDIA NVS 3100M)

Multithreading implementation of lattice
structure requires applying changes in the standard architecture of algorithm. As it was presented in the picture, after each layer in lattice structure, a displacement of one variable
takes place. The first output variable from each
layer is, at the same time, an input variable for
the next layer. Such displacement seems to be
very tricky in multithreading implementation.
For that reason, in order to eliminate inconvenient displacement, an additional set of input
values has been added to the initial set of random float numbers. This new, additional set
was actually a copy of the beginning of the
input set of variables. Such change does not
extend considerably calculations of algorithm
and seem to be the easiest solution for mentioned problem.
In multithreading implementation the main
aim is to execute as many parallel calculations
as possible. Applying lattice structure for a set
of two-million set of input variables makes it
possible to perform one million calculations
(two-point base-operations) at the same time.
This benefit should exhibit an advantage that
GPU multithreading implementation should
have over standard CPU implementation.
Investigations of two approaches in implementations were performed on two types of
hardware listed below:
• CPU(Intel Core i7 CPU 2,67 GHz)
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During the experiments, not only the time of
calculations was measured. In order to get precise differences between calculations on
CPU and GPU, time needed to sent data between host and device in GPU implementation
was also taken into account. The time precision of performed calculations was 10−3 s.
Table presenting results obtained during
the experiment consist of 7 columns (Table 2).
The first one (”Data size”) represents input data
size
(amount of float random numbers being in the
input set). Second and fourth columns (”CPU
time”, ”GPU time”) represent time of lattice
structure calculations obtained on CPU and GPU.
Column third and fifth (”Clock ticks CPU”,
”Clock ticks GPU”) contains number of clock
ticks obtained when both implementations were
performed. Sixth column (”Ratio 1”) represents the ratio between GPU and CPU clock
ticks whereas the last column (”Ratio 2”) contains ratio between CPU and GPU time.

5. Conclusion
As we can see from obtained results (Table 2), it is highly advisable to consider adapting data processing methods to modern GPU
architecture. In the example analyzed in this
article the GPU implementation of lattice structure for 1 million elements appeared to be ten
times faster than standard implementation of
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